
DRAWING COMPITION STUDENT FEEDBACK 

NAME: KODAPAKA KAVYA   

CLASS: 10TH CLASS  

SCHOOL NAME: SDVR ZPSS B GANGARAM 

FATHER NAME: KODAPAKA NAGA CHARY  

OCUPATION: ELECTRICIAN  

MOTHER NAME: KODAPAKA RANI  

OCUPATION: HOUSEWIFE  

VILLAGE:  B GANGARAM  

I have me so much pleasure to participate  in the  drawing competition ,TANLA FOUNDATION conduct this 

event and gave support very well ,scales ,pencils,   gave us charts and encouraged us a lot to draw ,for that 

,the previous participants list was taken from each class and program was conducted accordingly, I have not 

seen  such a program happening in those government schools ,the drawing teacher trained us a lot to draw, 

the drawing in front of me was pretty scary about the environment ,growing trees does not harm the 

environment and reduces pollution and provides us with clean air. I went to home and practice ten times 

and then my confidence increased, I will participate in the next day event and draw good picture then I got 

the first prize. TANLA FOUNDATION is urging our school to put out many more good programs like this and 

bring out the learnt in us.





TEACHER FEEDBACK 

My Name is V. RAJESH I am working as a drawing teacher in Gangaram high school, I want to talk about 
drawing competition conducted by TANLA FOUNDATION in SDVR ZPSS B GANGARAM on 23 DECENBER, 250 
students from class 6th to 10th participated in drawing competition, we have given an environment theme to 
make the students aware of the environment and make the student aware. The main purpose is to make 
them aware of the benefits of the growing trees. Items required for the drawing competition were provided 
by the Tanla Foundation through this the creativity in the child is extracted and they are accustomed to 
concentrating on good ideas. It is my desire to hold such events in such a way as to arouse interest in good 
drawing in children in any way other than when to read. The children happily registered their names in front 
of program 250 students in competition and participated happily. Thanks to the Tanla Foundation for happing 
to conduct this program.  

Thank you,  
Tanla Foundation. 


